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The information in this document is subject to change over time.  It does not constitute any financial advice.

ANYTHING APP
Your knowledge-selling platform.
Learn from the world. Teach the world. On-demand.
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Founder’s Statement.
Life isn’t easy, we face challenges every day. Please consider these three conditions, which affect 
most of us:

Especially the stress behind having a shortage of money is terrible. Not being able to sleep, 
counting pennies in the supermarket. If it’s not ourselves, we know people suffering through it. 
In the current age of interconnectivity, we are still expected to figure things out by ourselves. 
We are quite lonely in that aspect. No one teaches us how to do our taxes. We go to negotiate 
with a car-salesman the first time and get slaughtered. This is unnecessary. And we, especially 
millennials, lack free time. The internet was supposed to save us. Now, it is pulling us away from 
personal connections, friends and family. 
Solutions to our problems are buried deep in the internet. Sometimes they can be found, some-
times they cannot. They are never tailored to you personally, nor do they understand your emo-
tion, nor can they look together with you at your problem and discuss it.

Anyone 18+ can become a seller on whatever they feel is right for them. They might hate their 
jobs, but know absolutely everything about their city. If you are new in their town, you could 
Google for hours, or call them and within minutes know everything. Anything App creates an 
human expertise network, on-demand and immediate. Legal question? Contact a lawyer and pay 
her for two minutes. Done. 
Please take a look at our User Cases chapter to gain a better understanding of how your life will 
change in the near future. And of course, all the questions regarding the safety of the platform, 
reviews, payment, and so on have been worked out.

Anything App is a blockchain-enabled platform which eases these burdens for people. It is an 
App on your mobile device with a search-engine, similar to Google, however here it responds 
with a list of people. One-on-one chat, call or video-chat. These people set their price per minute 
in AnyCoin, as they are offering their time to you.
It helps people to make money, by discussing what they are passionate about. It helps people 
save time. It helps you become more efficient at anything you do, because letting people help 
you is a short-cut to success.

We do not know how to solve 
a problem.

We struggle financially, 
influencing our health and 

emotion.

We need more time in 
the day.

We’re Here To Help.

Services You Never Imagined.

It is our pleasure to take care of you. We hope that you will join us on this journey.

Lodewijk Veldhuijzen “Louie” | Co-Founder of Anything App
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Executive Summary.
The Anything App is a search-engine-App, to be released simultaneously for Iphone and Android 
early Q3 2017. When entering a query, a list of people will appear as your result. These people 
can be contacted immediately through chat, call and video-call, who will then offer their support 
to you, regarding your search. The ‘buyer’ compensates the ‘seller’ with AnyCoin for their time. 

Benefits are profound. Anything App addresses problems with money, lack of free time and a 
need for assistance. Many topics take hours of Googling to search and understand, however are 
potentially explained in minutes by someone who understands the material. Moreover, through 
video-chat, the ‘seller’ will be able to look at any situation and discuss it with you. Whether it are 
mechanical issues around the house, any legal matters or something hobby-related; Anything 
App stands to impact the information economy tremendously.

Anything App has undergone rigorous user-testing in its development, applying an adapted ap-
proach of the Lean Methodology, as suggested by Eric Ries. 1043 interviews and surveys have 
been conducted, aside from numerous user feedback sessions. This iteration of Anything App is 
the re-imagination of our previous functional prototype, under the working title Youpinion.
The blockchain technology, security, user-friendliness and scalability of the platform are all opti-
mized. The search engine applies machine learning to increase its effectiveness from the first day 
onwards. Smart contracts ensure delivery of compensation is safe and secure. 

AnyCoin is a true utility token and the driving component behind Anything App. We apply two 
set burning methods to reduce the coins available over time. To many users, AnyCoin will be their 
first token and we are proud to introduce blockchain technology to the everyday consumer in 
selected markets.

Anything App is a global service and will be translated in all the major languages. True localization 
of the App will happen one country at the time. We start in Asia, where society is highly entrepre-
neurial, talkative and with intense mobile phone usage. In these markets, the cost of acquisition 
of a user is lower than their lifetime-value (LTV). We follow proven marketing strategies, partner-
ing with experienced teams in each country. Three years from now, we expect a global following 
and critical mass in five countries.

Anything finances this expansion through an initial token sale, as well as through its own reve-
nues and future venture capital. We operate with a commission-based business model of 5% per 
transaction, of which 20% of the received AnyCoin is burned. In addition, we generate revenue 
through requested advertisements from our community.  

The Anything App team consists of truly passionate individuals, the majority of whom have pre-
viously founded (multiple) start-ups themselves. We are driven by the desire to create extra 
comfort and income for society, as well as the AnyCoins each of us have in our own pockets.
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Project Overview.
The Anything App Project resonates with all those around it for a clear reason; we need it in our 
lives. It addresses problems which impact our daily lives tremendously: money and free time are 
the fundamentals by which quality of life is measured. The access to help and information has 
largely been addressed by the internet, evidence of its necessity can be observed in the billions 
of searches on Google daily. However, technology can always be improved and Anything App 
supplements traditional search engines where it matters. With Anything, we finally have the 
world in the palm of our hands.

Problems: Money, Free Time & Accessibility of 
Assistance

• A lack of money is one of the dominant struggles of society.

• We earn money through our jobs, however almost never from our passions and experiences.

• Making money is almost always hard and often unenjoyable.

• If you manage to make some money, you will likely lack free time.

• Learning things on the internet can be time-inefficient and frustrating.

• Many consultancy based professions are structured in an old-fashioned manner. Drive to their 
office. Book half an hour. Pay a fortune. This process takes too long and it could be settled in 
minutes with Anything App.

• The internet does not suffice when you need custom advice. 

• High-value information is not readily available on the internet. 

• Sometimes we need another set of eyes to look at a situation with us. This is something tradi-
tional search engines cannot arrange.  

• Professionals are difficult to reach and expensive. 

• We often deal with less than the best, because that is what is available in our neighbourhoods.

Money.

Time.

Access To Information And Assistance.
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Solution: Anything App.

Anything App is a search engine which gives you a list of people who can help you as the result. 
They are immediately available to chat, call or video-call with. The user picks someone who 
matches their requirements and receives assistance. Person “A” compensates person “B” for each 
minute of their time in AnyCoins, should person “B” have set a price beforehand. 

The search engine format is crucial as consumers are used to one-spot solutions. We have be-
come used to this level of convenience. We do not want to have a variety of Apps on our mobile 
device to cater to individual industries. Anything App consolidates the world’s expertise in a 
single location.  

Being part of Anything App means being part of a global network where you have access to all 
the information you will ever need. Should you sign up as a seller yourself, it means that once in 
a while you will get a call from someone, who you can help with something you are passionate 
about yourself. Plus, if you choose to set a price, you will get paid for doing so.

Buyer

-$$ +$$

Seller

Needs personal attention 
and/or help from the 

other individual.

Provides her attention & 
service over the phone.

She has set a rate for her 
services beforehand.
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User Cases.
In order to illustrate further, consider these scenarios where people offer their services through 
Anything App:

• Your air conditioner breaks down. You have 
tools and want to fix it yourself, so you Any-
thing the electrician, who explains you what to 
do.

• A new war has broken out in a remote loca-
tion. You do not trust centralized news medi-
ums and decide to Anything someone in that 
area, so they can show you over video what is 
truly happening.

• You are abroad and want to explain some-
thing complex to someone who doesn’t speak 
your language. You go to the Anything App, 
filter both necessary languages and explain to 
the translator what he or she needs to com-
municate.

• It is date-night and you are in the supermar-
ket. You have already chosen what you will 
cook, but once you reach the wine-rack, you 
Anything a sommelier to get the perfect wine 
to go along with your meal.

• You stand in a clothing booth and are not sure 
whether or not to purchase a piece of clothing, 
so you make a quick Anything to a stylist for a 
second opinion.

• Microsoft Excel is giving you some trouble 
and after ten minutes of Googling you realise 
you need a person to help you with this prob-
lem. 

• It is your first time in a new city and rather 
than Googling for two hours, you simply Any-
thing for five minutes with a local.

• You are about to make a sizeable invest-
ment in Crypto. In Anything, you find the high-
est-rated Crypto expert in that specific niche, 
to check if he knows something that you do 
not. 

• You find a weird looking spot on your leg. 
Through Anything, you show your spot to a 
doctor, who can tell you whether you have to 
come to the hospital or if a trip to the pharma-
cy will do.

• You are not feeling well and want to vent 
some emotion to someone who is comfortable 
with that.

• You have a lot of antiques lying around the 
house with no real idea of their value. A quick 
Anything with an expert will have that sorted 
in no time.

Main Factors of Disruption.

01
02
03
04
05

Gives access to various services which didn’t exist before.

Reduces cost and increases accessibility to consulting-based professions.

Additional income stream for experts, small business owners and normal users alike.

Does everything in one App; just the way we like it. 

Ease of use; set up your account once and leverage your knowledge to help others and 
your wallet.
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Market Insights.
Anything App combines micro-consulting with a search engine approach. Google processes 3.5 
billion searches each day, indicating the clear global habit of using search engines for navigating 
the internet. 2017 saw the first time that more than half of all internet traffic occurred through 
mobile devices, with a continuing upward trend. Knowledge is officially on-the-go.

Anything focuses on an informal style of one-on-one support, rather than formal consulting ses-
sions, however insights from within that industry teaches us the following lessons:

Rather than relying on outside information, we prefer to conduct our own research. Over the 
lifespan of the company, Anything App has conducted 1043 interviews, of which we found 735 
to provide constructive data. The most often voiced requests among our user-base are:

Market Feedback.

User friendliness of 
the App should be top 

notch.

The knowledge 
sharing economy is 
predominant among 
entrepreneurs and 

professionals.

A transparent 
company worthy of 

trust.

Relationships 
between buyers and 

sellers are long-
lasting.

Ability to set your 
own rates per minute 
when participating.

Perceived value of 
making a call is higher 

than the cost.

For it to be released 
as soon as possible.

Information sharing 
between the self-
employed leads to 
higher income (e.g. 
restaurant owner 

calling a restaurant in 
the next city and asks 
him what his supply 

chain is like).

Once users have made a few calls, it becomes natural to recommend a friend.
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Product Summary.
The Anything App is a search-engine-based marketplace, where individuals can essentially offer 
every service they can come up with, as long as it can be consumed through the App’s video-chat, 
call and chat option. In most cases, it is an exchange of information. However; live-translating, 
object identification, assistance with homework or work around the house are amongst the oth-
ers included.

The novelty behind this concept will require consumers to get accustomed to making use of the 
service. To facilitate this, Anything App has applied a rigorous testing methodology to establish 
the right design. It is constructed to maximise ease of use for people requiring a service. This, in 
turn, creates an eco-system that attracts sellers.  
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Blockchain Technology.
Blockchain technology is the driving force which enable the Anything App platform, for a simple, 
powerful reason: payments. Traditional payment methods are not suited towards micro-pay-
ments and thus, micro-consulting. To illustrate, a transfer of $1 would cost an average of $0.33, 
solely for the use of the credit card and this is exclusive of platform commission. Through block-
chain technology and our own token, the AnyCoin, payments flow seamlessly between a buyer 
and seller of a service within the Anything App. 

Call starts

Enters search

Call finished

After 30 seconds, moves funds into
escrow every 10 seconds

Funds come out of escrow and goes
to correct accounts

Sees incoming call, expected
duration and payment method

Accepts or returns
money “no cure, no pay”

Chooses seller

Selects expected duration and
payment method

Starts call

Popup on screen saying
whether money was accepted

Writes review
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Ecosystem Features.
We have implemented a variety of features to ensure our users’ comfort:

In selected markets, we can incentivize to join 
by granting a small amount of AnyCoin to them, 

to help them make their first calls. 

Buyers have the option to send a message to a 
seller before making a call, which enables sellers 

to promote their service.

After the conversation, the seller has the option 
to accept the money, or return it to the buyer. 
If the conversation was not a fit, returning the 

money protects the buyer and five-star rating of 
the seller simultaneously. 

Before picking up the phone-call, the seller can 
see on his phone how many minutes the buyer 

expects the phone call to last.

A “no cure, no pay”-badge for sellers makes buy-
ers feel absolutely comfortable, as they know 

they will always get their money’s worth.

We will cooperate with a third party to ensure 
that scammers are battled effectively. 

The first thirty seconds of the conversation are 
always free, to check the connection and make 

introductions. 

Automated community management system 
and analytics console, with final analysis done 

by the team.

A review system creates transparency and is 
built straight into the call-flow.

Sellers verify their social media in order to en-
sure authenticity of their profile.
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UI/UX Screenshots.
The key is to inspire. There is a strong call to action on the homepage while simultaneously being 
accessible and friendly to the eyes. Anything App is modern, easy to use, shareable, motivating 
and it is immediately clear what the benefits are for the consumer once the App is opened. 
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Reiterating and Testing.
Following lean methodology, Anything App its development lifecycle is defined by constant test-
ing, user feedback and reiterating. The previous chapter shows the product in its infancy and it 
will see several improvements before the minimum viable product is publicly available. To illus-
trate the development the App, we dedicate a page to UI / UX screenshots of a previous func-
tional prototype, running in private Alpha in October 2017.
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Security.
Anything App takes security of the platform and the atmosphere for the community most seri-
ously. This must be organized correctly from the onset. One on one conversations will take place 
in all shapes and forms. Our approach is to allow as much as legally possible, while implementing 
a variety of features on the background to alert us in a case of behaviour which is considered 
inappropriate or offensive. We enforce a no nudity policy and ‘close-to-zero’-tolerance.

• Though we fully support anonymity on the internet, our users have to be responsible for the 
content and information they share, thus VPNs are not allowed while using Anything App.

The following situations concerning fake re-
views raise (red) flags in our system:

• More than X calls a day.

• More than X calls from the same city in a 
short time span.

• If one city is overrepresented in amount of 
reviews left, cross-check if it’s always the same 
people leaving reviews.

• More than X very short calls with 5 star re-
views.

• Lowering price dramatically, immediately re-
ceiving many reviews, raising price.

• Sudden spike of review activity (going from 0 
to X really fast). 

• >X reviews from people who used their re-
ferral links in a short time span.

• Verification box has Facebook, LinkedIn, Ins-
tagram, Twitter, business card, website, diplo-
ma. These attachments are immediately vis-
ible. Sellers can decide for themselves which 
they are comfortable with to verify. Anything 
App will never post anything on a user’s profile 
without their permission and will always re-
quire only the minimum data necessary.

• A list of specific professions to be made that 
require business card, website, diploma in 
order to be allowed into the system. This in-
cludes doctors, vets, psychologists, therapists.

• Facebook / LinkedIn needs to have the same 
name in order to be verified or otherwise re-
quire manual investigation. Users require a un-
disclosed amount of connections in order to be 
verified.

• Phone numbers are verified in order to avoid 
duplicate accounts.

• Only one Facebook account can be used per 
phone number.

• People are required to use their real name.

VPN.

Leaving Reviews.

Verifications.
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• Two-stepped approach. For the initial work, we cooperate with third party information security  
firm to work out 99% of the kinks. Afterwards, we open it up to other specialized parties and pay 
per exposed vulnerabilities.

• When withdrawing, system checks legitimacy of transaction history.

• Transaction history is maintained in a private blockchain. 

• Consider delay in depositing of the money.

• During a transaction, AnyCoin is put in escrow to ensure the full amount can be settled.

• Report button has a flow with questions and 
boxes to click under different categories. Op-
tion to block and unblock that user.

• This creates the following flow: depending 
of the severity of the offense, the offending 
user gets suspended immediately and given a 
chance to defend himself. He will get a popup 
saying that he has been accused with offense 
X & Y. The reporting person will also receive 
a popup that the offender’s account has been 
suspended until his case has been reviewed. 

• Users can report dubious profiles; these will 
then raise a popup at the users saying his/her 
account is being watched by us and request-
ed to remove any indecency. This also raises 
a popup on their profile, asking other users to 
give their opinion: is this profile indecent or 
not?

• If one person reports a lot of people, espe-
cially in same category or something that could 
otherwise be considered as competition.

Ethical Hacking.

Financial Security.

Reporting Users.
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Technology.

Search Engine Optimization

Anything App combines blockchain technology with a client-server model. The result is a smooth, 
safe experience. The system is self-learning and dynamic. 

• Filters can be applied to narrow down 
your results.

• Order results: relevance, distance, price 
and popularity.

• Immediately visible who is online, their 
rating, their price is and what their special-
ties are. 

In order to maximize ease of use and reduce number of clicks, the search engine is the primary 
focus of the Anything App. We process relatively unintelligible queries and still introduce the 
correct expert to the user.  

• We apply machine learning to optimize our 
search engine.

• Search engine results personalization with fre-
quent users.

• When given permission, Anything App can 
learn from the information in social media pro-
files – LinkedIn in particular – to further optimize 
the search engine and increase their detectability.

Usage. Optimization.
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Automatic Community Analysis

Scalability of the Platform

Smart Contract

At scale, Anything App detects strong and weak points in the expert community in cities around 
the world. It detects solid performance of a service in a particular region and if there is an ab-
sence of sellers for that service in a similar region, it will prompt people in the community to take 
up the position. This way, we develop an even spread of quality services where there is demand 
for them.   

Anything App is designed ready to scale, due to the investments we have made into our backend 
services. It will be deployed on iOS and Android simultaneously, through the use of React Native 
technology. 

All transactions from buyer to seller are arranged through smart contract. A check occurs to 
assess whether the buyer has sufficient funds for at least 1 paid minute of interaction. The first 
30 seconds of any conversation are not charged. After this period, the funds of the buyer are set 
aside by a rate of 1/60th of the seller’s per-minute price, every second. After the conversation 
has finished, the seller has the option to either accept the total sum or to refund the buyer. Upon 
accepting payment, the seller receives 95% of an AnyCoin transaction, or 85% of a FIAT trans-
action. In the case of an AnyCoin transaction, out of the 5% commission for Anything App, 20% 
is burned by the contract. 
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Anycoin.
AnyCoin is the utility token which enables Anything App. Prior to such blockchain technology, the 
providers of information would have been demotivated to participate in these kind of services, as 
much of their income would be absorbed by payment gateways. To illustrate, a micro-consulting 
purchase of a single US Dollar comes at a cost of $0.30 + 2.9%. 

Add in operating expenses, value added tax and the margin necessary for the platform to operate 
and expand; it is near impossible for a company to charge below a 15% transaction fee and would 
still rely on Venture Capital to survive. However, due to the developments of blockchain technol-
ogy, AnyCoin offers a solution for such micro payments on Anything App. 

We develop a technical solution to enable our users to purchase AnyCoin inside the Anything 
App itself, using domestic payment methods in selected countries. Likewise, we facilitate pay-
outs, allowing us to buy back our coins; further increasing AnyCoin value and demand.

The AnyCoin is based upon ER223, which is a reiteration of the well-documented ERC20 token. 
It is backwards compatible and will work with all your technology designed for ERC20. The prime 
advantage of the new method is decreased gas cost. In addition, ERC223 also avoids unncessary 
or accidental lockup by checking whether or not tokens can be withdrawn from the targeted 
address.

Token Information

Name token AnyCoin

Code ANY

Token Type Utility token

Total Generated Tokens During TGE 200,000,000 ANY

Value 4000 ANY per 1 ETH

Additional Generation Event No

Burning
2 standardized methods apply and further 
burning might occur upon the discretion 

of the company.

Platform ERC223, Ethereum Based
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Anything App burns 20% of all AnyCoin it receives as commissions from interaction be-
tween buyer and seller. Transaction volume will increase over time and burning acceler-
ates along with it. 

If AnyCoin are given to the community as an incentive to join, those will be burned if the 
AnyCoin remain inactive for six months. The user will be made aware of this upon receiv-
ing the AnyCoin.

Further burning of tokens is up to the discretion of the Anything App Team and will occa-
sionally occur during the life-span of company.

Token Utility

Token Burning

Based on ERC223, the AnyCoin uses 
blockchain technology to send pay-
ments of any size across the world at 
minimal cost. 

This in turn reduces our commissions 
from 15% to 5%; further enriching 
our community.  

AnyCoin can be redeemed on the 
Anything App. In return, our users 
receive physical marketing tools to 
promote their service. Stickers, ban-
ners, promotional stands and more to 
come.

Production of AnyCoin allows us to 
incentivise users for joining our plat-
form. This in turn generates mass 
adoption of the coin, increasing us-
age and demand. 

01

04

02

03

Why Implement AnyCoin?

The AnyCoin is a necessary component of the Anything App. Traditional FIAT is expensive to 
transfer internationally. With micro-payments, it becomes down-right impossible, as the transfer 
fee is higher than the amount to be transferred. We predict that our 15% fee on FIAT inside the 
Anything App will be less profitable than the 5% of AnyCoin transactions. This is simply due to 
the costs of moving money in and out of bank accounts.

The token sale capital raise will additionally help us to create mass adoption in our first market. 
Once we are well on our way, venture capital should have generated a strong interest in us and 
will assist us in moving forward. 

By creating value for our users, we can create more value for the company, which in turn creates 
even more value for our users. Our in-house AnyCoin pool enables us to partner up; to expand ef-
fectively in new markets through joint ventures. Likewise, the community pool helps us to attract 
new consumers to the platform or to reward those who should be rewarded. 
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Business Model.
Anything App works with a minimal commission to fuel growth, which is favourable for early 
adopters and our community alike. 

When a buyer pays a seller for their time, Anything App incurs the following percentage:

The FIAT inclusion supplements our AnyCoin infrastructure, as it will increase mass adoption 
of the Anything App on the short term. From day one, we will find that benefits of AnyCoin will 
drive conversion towards the usage of our integrated blockchain technology. This way, we can 
soften up the barrier to entry and make more consumers comfortable the use of tokens.

Anything App will be perceived as a market-
place by some, as it allows people to sell a ser-
vice in order to create income for themselves. 
Therefore, the market will demand us to fa-
cilitate advertisement placement for them, as 
they desire to promote their service further. 
We will facilitate this process for both busi-
nesses and individuals, with the scheduled im-
plementation to be found on our roadmap. 

Exceptional about the Anything App system is 
that we calculate the expected profitability in-
crease for our users, using historical data, when 
purchasing an advertisement. This allows us to 
adjust our advertisement prices to 40% of the 
expected revenue gained. This levels the play-
ing ground for our community, enabling a fairer 
App with equal chances. Similarly, it creates a 
heavy incentive to advertise, as it will be priced 
lower than what you are expected to gain. 

Advertisements

15%5%
If they pay in 

FIAT
If they pay with 

AnyCoin
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Business Strategy .
Our company operates with a clear mentality; this App is valuable to everyone, therefore every-
one must use it. We will create the world’s largest peer-to-peer information and support net-
work. Traditional search engines need to be supplemented by a search engine which is advanced 
enough to digest insensible input and still produce the right person for you to talk to. That is 
Anything App. The business strategy reflects this mission.

Mass adoption of Anything App project is the indicator of success. In order to achieve critical 
mass, a marketing strategy is required which continuously accelerates the amount of users. How-
ever, it needs more. Everything has to be put into place and nothing can be left to chance. One 
cannot just pick an arbitrary market to launch, or “go launch all around the world” and expect 
to succeed. Anything App identifies the following components necessary to achieve rapid mass 
adoption:

The Components of Success

• Initial launch countries must still experience accelerated adoption of smartphones and a natu-
ral curiosity towards Apps.

• Initial launch countries should have a proven track record of being entrepreneurial and excited 
about any opportunity to make extra money.

• Citizens of said countries should be naturally chatty, warm and always keen to strike a conver-
sation with a stranger.

A strong referral program á la Dropbox. If a user invites their friend to join Anything App, 
both of them are rewarded.

Financial reward. At strategic points in time, we financially incentivize them to join; es-
sentially giving the first few calls for free.

A reason to talk about it. Anything App comes with its own ringtone and word of mouth 
advertisement, combined with our referral program, will be solid driver of growth. 

An “accessible-money-effect”. For Airbnb, all you require is a room to rent out. For UBER, 
it is a car. For Anything App, it is a smartphone and a desire to help.

The Right Country.

An Incentive to Join.
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Anything App adheres to lean methodology, 
which is centered around testing market de-
mand, continuous feedback on the product 
and constant reiteration. Anything App has al-
ready been reimagined and iterations of func-
tionality occur on an almost daily basis, ensur-
ing market acceptance on launch. 
The Anything App you see displayed on the 

website and in the whitepaper is a consolida-
tion of user feedback and represents an over-
haul of our first, functioning prototype which 
was tested in October 2017. We have also 
rebranded from “Youpinion” to “Anything App” 
to increase virality and to improve name recog-
nition in the Asian markets.

Anything App will take on venture capital 
in the future to drive growth and will not be 
minting any more coins. We expect to become 
profitable March 2019; we do not require ad-
ditional capital for the survival of the company. 
It is necessary to take on further venture fund-
ing to accelerate expansion and to stay ahead 

of potential competitors. 
We collaborate with lawyers and accountants  
specialized in blockchain-powered companies 
to ensure our bookkeeping is compliant to the 
utmost extent currently possible.

To ensure mass adoption of Anything App, critical mass must be met in an operating market. 
Three aspects determine success; the experience of the team, clever App design and marketing. 

Product Development 

Finance

Marketing

Transparency. 

Direct chat with Anything 
App staff inside the App for 

any questions.

Inviting. 

Rather than having a pool 
of experts which is intim-
idatingly “cool”, we focus 
on real, everyday people. 

This creates an community 
which is inviting to join.

Feeling looked after. 

We ensure that not only 
the five-star giants get 

attention. We reward calls 
within your own neighbour-

hood.

Gratification. 

Anything App enables your 
passions and can get you 
paid. Helping others feels 

incredible.

Low fees. 

Our commissions are being 
injected back into market-
ing, meaning more custom-
ers and more sellers for our 

community to enjoy.

Expanding Community Which Feels at Home.
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We take a country by country approach to ensure sustainable growth of our platform.

We play into Asia her most well-disposed 
countries. Consider Thailand and Indonesia, 
they both have cell-phone intensive cultures, 
with a respective 160 minutes and 129 min-
utes of usage daily. The dominant social media 
are Instagram and Facebook, which combine a 
low CPI (<$1, Cost per Install) with high usage 
conversions, due to the ability to directly tar-
get users interested in certain verticals. Google 
AdWords will also be used for online market-
ing.

To further embed a platform in the culture, 
the Thai respond excellently to offline adver-
tisements, which is a requirement to establish 
credibility and legitimacy. We are working to-

gether with our marketing partners NAME to 
launch campaigns at different points in time, 
an example being video content in public 
transport facilities. Collaboration with local ce-
lebrities is the most often executed strategy in 
advertisement.

Further offline marketing occurs through loy-
alty programs within the Anything App Com-
munity. Our users can redeem AnyCoin to 
gain access to various Anything App marketing 
materials which can be placed in their physical 
environments. Such as our window stickers, to 
be released for small business owners in Q1 
2019.

Verticals are the different services and indus-
tries that will be represented in the Anything 
App. Different countries favour different ver-
ticals. Exempli gratia: our market research in-
dicates that for expats in Thailand a dominant 
vertical is Governmental Services. There is 
a strong need for advice on custom visa reg-
ulations, banking and medicine. In Japan, it 
is management consulting. In Indonesia, it is 
fashion. These trends are nation-wide. 

To maximize virality and word-of-mouth mar-
keting, Anything App is open to all services 
that users can come up with. Every day, our 
Analytics Console pinpoints which verticals are 
driving growth. Targeted marketing campaigns 
promote Anything App across those sectors to 
capture the market in a cost-effective manner.
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Capitals deliver the highest-quality 
services. Once these have been es-
tablished, the sellers side of the plat-
form is complete and adding in the 
buyers side is cost-effective.

Verticals are dominant in countries, 
rather than cities. 

Properly localizing an App and search 
engine becomes profitable only on a 
larger scale.

Once critical mass in a single country 
has been reached, the company will 
stand on a solid foundation for years 
to come.

We are here to help more people than 
just those in the capitals. 

Countries Vs. Cities.

Online Vs. Offline.

Targeting Verticals.
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Roadmap.

Q2 2014

Q4 2017

Q2 2018

Q3 2017

Q1 2018

Q1 2019

Q4 2018

Q2 2019

Q2 2020

Q4 2019

Q3 2020

Q3 2018

Initial Idea and Research (impossibility of moving forward due 
to AppStore restrictions).

Rebranding to Anything App, redesign prototype using lean 
methodology. Perfecting strategy.

Establishes subsidiary in Southeast Asia.
Completes token sale and raises up to 15,500 ETH.
AnyCoin to be registered on selected exchanges.

Team Founded, Youpinion was born, first prototype, market 
research indicates overwhelming positive feedback.

Incorporation of Intellectual Property Holding in the 
Netherlands. token sale preparation & Presale.

Features added: full language capability, paid advertisements, 
gamification, in-app web-view voting system. Promotional 
items launch.

Release of Anything App on desktop browsers.

Features added: verified & corporate accounts, web plugins. 
Second App with AnyCoin integration is released.

Anything App enters third country in Southeast Asia.

Anything App enters second country in Southeast Asia.

Anything App enters fourth and fifth country in Southeast Asia.

Release of Anything App on iOS and Android. Full Analytics 
Console up and running.
Global launch of the App and targeted marketing in a selected 
country in Southeast Asia.
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Token Sale Information.

The AnyCoin utility token is offered in a crowdfunding campaign, in order to finance the first 
steps towards establishing itself as the global market leader. The total amount of AnyCoin for 
sale is 80,000,000. Another release of AnyCoin is not planned. Unsold tokens are added to the 
pool for the release of the second AnyCoin system.

The AnyCoin can be used as a means of payment inside the Anything App, or it can be traded on 
selected crypto exchanges within 30 days after the closure of the token sale.

AnyCoin is for available to trade against Ethereum through the AnythingApp.com token sale 
portal, at $0,20 of coin value per AnyCoin. The Presale is open from 16 April – 29 April, 2018 
and offers 32,000,000 AnyCoin. The token sale is open from 14 May – 11 June, 2018 and offers 
48,000,000 AnyCoin. We recommend to Whitelist to secure a place during both sales.

Token Sale Summary

AnyCoin on Offer 80,000,000 ANY

Compliance KYC

Country Exclusions U.S. persons, China, Canada, South-Korea

AnyCoin Sales Cap $16,000,000 in AnyCoin value distributed

Token Sales Currencies Ethereum (ETH)

Available Through www.theanythingapp.com

Presale Timeline 16th April – 29th April Public Presale

Token Sale Timeline 14th May – 11th June Public token sale

Price Excluding Bonuses 4000 ANY per 1 ETH

Minimum Purchase Amount 100 ANY / 0.025 ETH  

Maximum Purchase Amount 20ETH. Contact us for higher amounts.

16 April - 29 April, 2018 14 May - 11 June, 2018

Presale Token Sale

32,000,000 AnyCoin 48,000,000 AnyCoin

+40% ANY
+35% ANY

+30% ANY

10,000,000     20,000,000    32,000,000    64,000,000            80,000,000          

+15% ANY
+20% ANY
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Presale proceeds will be used to further promote the main token sale, to establish our subsidiary 
in Southeast Asia, legal advice and consulting. The excess will be pooled with the proceeds of the 
token sale and used in operations.

Once the presale cap of 32,000,000 ANY is reached, the presale will be closed and the next op-
portunity to purchase ANY is during the main token sale.

Presale.

AnyCoin offered 32,000,000

Duration

It is scheduled from 16th of April, 2018 at 12:00 UTC and will 
last until the 29th of April, 2018. Should the AnyCoin offered 
during the presale run out beforehand, the presale will close at 
that time.

Bonus Structure

We offer bonuses on AnyCoin sales, dependent on time of 
participation. 

• 0 – 10 Mln AnyCoin sold  40% Bonus
• 10 Mln – 20 Mln AnyCoin sold  35% Bonus
• 20 Mln – 32 Mln AnyCoin sold  30% Bonus

Token Sale.

AnyCoin offered 48,000,000

Duration

It is scheduled from 14th of May, 2018 at 12:00 UTC and will 
last until the 11th of June, 2018. Should the AnyCoin offered 
during the token sale run out beforehand, the token sale will 
close at that time.

Bonus Structure

We offer bonuses on AnyCoin sales, dependent on time of 
participation.  

• 0 – 32 Mln AnyCoin sold  20% Bonus
• 32 Mln – 48 Mln AnyCoin sold  15% Bonus

Proceeds of the main token sale will mainly be allocated towards the development of the product 
and marketing. Part of the funds will also be set aside for the development of future AnyCoin 
apps. One other disruptive concept has been identified and scheduled for launch around half a 
year after the original Anything App.
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We whitelist participants for both the Presale and the token sale. Whitelisted participants will 
have private access to each sale twenty-four hours before the Presale and token sale go public. 
As such, should the amount sold during the whitelist exceed the amount available to be sold 
during the public sale, no public sale will take place.

A referral program is in place with a 5% bonus to you, on the referrals that you make. The referral 
link can be found when you Sign up or Whitelist with us. We invite you to read more about the 
referral program in *this* blogpost. 

Whitelisting Procedure.

Referral Program.
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Business Model.
Anything App has a detailed three-year plan for the use of the proceeds raised from the token 
sale. Do note that this is subject to change in order to maximize efficiency in the case of unfore-
seen events.

Token Distribution 

Crowd sale 
80,000,000 ANY
This crowdfunding campaign allows 
Anything App to scale safely and 
effectively. It also finances the 
creation of critical mass in the first 
market. For more details, please 
refer to chapter ‘Use of Proceeds’.

Business Execution   
44,000,000 ANY
Reserved for strategic partnerships 
and team members for entering new 
markets.   

Community      
46,000,000 ANY
Used to grow and reward the Anything 
App community. Dedicated to increase 
consumer familiarity with tokens and to 
incentivize use of our services. 

Team and Advisors     
30,000,000 ANY
Every team member and future hire 
has a stake in AnyCoin, vesting over a 
period of 30 months for founders and 
24 months for employees. This further 
adds to the dedication of the team. 

Second AnyCoin Project     
10,000,000 ANY
This pool is reserved for the execution 
of the second AnyCoin project. If 
subsequent AnyCoin projects require us 
to own a certain amount of coins, we can 
buyback those from selected exchanges.
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Use of Proceeds

Marketing and Sales    57%
Anything App’s marketing research indicates certain verticals in which 
users have a higher lifetime value than it costs to acquire them. Thus, 
profits are continuously reinjected in marketing and sales in order to 
expand our reach. Our concept is novel and our users will have to be 
educated. Our immediately goal is mass adoption in a single country 
and scale from there. Venture capital and revenues will fund further 
expansion.

Operations, Customer Support  26.5%
Dominant segments are of Cost of Goods Sold (CoGS), customer 
support and offices, utility & overhead. 

Product Development   13.5%
Development takes place in-house and AnyCoin is added as an incentive 
for the team; both reduce product development cost. Other scheduled 
releases include a full web portal, an advanced admin console, plugins, 
pro accounts, gamification, web plugins and multi-lingual support. 

Legal and Administrative   3%
An established network of lawyers and accountants help Anything 
App navigate Asia its politically challenging environment.  
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Team.
Anything App’s team has experience where it matters: building companies around amazing tech. 
They know their way around start-ups; most are entrepreneurs. They are also exceptionally 
bright and motivated to develop and scale Anything App globally. It speaks for itself that the size 
of the team will expand through the resources the token sale will add.

LODEWIJK VELDHUIJZEN “LOUIE”
CEO & Co-Founder

Think-tank, administrative  expert and pas-
sion-pusher. Three Dutch / Swiss business 

degrees and experienced leading large, 
multinational teams. 

ZAKARIA GAIZI
Chief Marketing Officer

Scaled Bravoloto to +4m downloads. 
Established in the influencer market. 

Founded his first startup at 18 and co-
founder of NumerikAZ.

JOSH WINTER
CTO & Co-Founder

20 years of software development. Takes 
two seconds to learn new tech and has 
a knack for UI/UX. Third startup, all as a 

founder.

STEVE BECERRA 
Lead Front-end Engineer

15 years of software development. Full-
stack with broad field of experience. 

Founder Mobimoney.
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IBTEHAL IBRAHIM
Back-end Engineer

Remote, full-stack, back-end specialist. 
Cheerful, on-point and top-level code. 

YONI SCHIRRIS
Head of Product Research

Operations and change management 
professional. Too smart for school; skipped 

two years.

ALEX KODATE
Data Scientist

Experienced full-stack developer, with 
a knack for data science and machine 

learning. Founder of Outsco.red.
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Advisory Board

The advisory board consists of driven individuals the Anything App team enjoys working with 
on a personal level. Kind, quick to respond and effective. They all operate within the immediate 
region of Anything App and the founders and advisors often meet for coffee, drinks, social - and 
professional outings. Frankly speaking, they are close friends and they are very talented.

KEN RATRI ISWARI 
Assists with recruitment and future entry to 
Indonesian and Singaporean market.

Founder / CEO Geekhunter.
Regular speaker at start-up & tech events. 
Well-connected and a gate keeper for the 
Indonesian market.

PEDRO RIBEIRO
Assists with cyber security component.

Founder of Agile Information Security. 
Has a special interest in crypto and a knack 
for developing clever solutions to complex 
situations.

FELICIA MOURSALIN 
Assists with press relations. 

Founder +sixtwo in Indonesia.
Former Head of Communications South-
east Asia for aCommerce and a specialist at 
growing startups through digital marketing, 
PR, press releases & strategic communica-
tions.
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APITAN LEE
Assists with localization of the platform 
and creating  top-level connections in the 
domestic market.

Co-founder of Durian Corp & professor in 
industrial design and entrepreneurship. Has 
vetted and participated in    dozens of proj-
ects. Exceptionally conscious and modest.

EWAN CLUCKIE
Assists with marketing strategy.

Ewan has marketed multiple startups 
in Thailand, straight to acquisition. His 
knowledge on how the domestic markets 
responds to digital advertisements shaves 
months off the optimization process.
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Legal Disclaimer.

In order to fund the development of the Any-
thing App ecosystem, tokens will be sold to the 
public in exchange of cryptocurrencies. The 
AnyCoin is a coin, which will allow the user to 
access the service provided by the Anything 
App platform. Users that intend to purchase 
Anything App token are subject to the accep-
tance of the General Terms & Conditions. In 
this Legal Disclaimer, ‘AnyCoin’ and ‘Anything 
App token’ are used interchangeably.
The Anything App token does not have the le-
gal qualification of a security, since it does not 
give any rights to dividends or interests. The 
sale of Anything App tokens is final and non-re-
fundable. Anything App tokens are not shares 
and do not give any right to participate to the 
general meeting of Anything App BV. Anything 
App tokens cannot have a performance or a 
particular value outside the Anything App Plat-
form. Anything App tokens shall therefore not 
be used or purchased for speculative or invest-
ment purposes. Anything App tokens will not 
be listed on any regulated stock exchange. 

This White Paper nor any other material re-
lating to the Offer, Anything App Platform or 
Anything App tokens, has ever been or ever 
will be filed with regard to legal standards such 
as the Federal Act on Stock Exchanges and 
Securities Trading law, the Financial Market In-
frastructure Act, or the Collective Investment 
Schemes Act, which are not applicable to this 
token sale. Therefore laws and acts that ensure 
that investors are sold investments that in-
clude all the proper disclosures and are subject 
to regulatory scrutiny for the investors’ protec-
tion, are not applicable in this case. Every pur-
chaser of the Anything App token should seek 
proper advice in order to understand whether 
the purchase of the token is appropriate for 
them or not. 
Anyone purchasing Anything App tokens ex-
pressly acknowledges and represents that she/
he has carefully reviewed this White Paper and 
fully understands the risks, costs, and benefits 
associated with the purchase of Anything App 
token.

General Information

he purchaser of Anything App tokens undertakes that she/he understands and has significant 
experience of cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems, and services, and that she/he fully under-
stands the risks associated with crowd-sale as well as the mechanism related to the use of cryp-
tocurrencies (incl. storage). Anything App BV shall not be responsible for any loss of Anything 
App tokens, or situations making it impossible to access Anything App tokens, which may result 
from any actions or omissions of the user, or any person undertaking the acquisition of Anything 
App tokens, as well as in case of hacker attacks. 

Acquiring Anything App tokens and storing them involves various risks, in particular the risk that 
Anything App BV may not be able to launch its operations and develop its products and provide 
the services promised. Therefore, prior to acquiring Anything App tokens, any user should care-
fully consider the risks, costs and benefits of acquiring Anything App tokens in the context of 
the crowd-sale and, if necessary, obtain independent advice in this regard. Any interested person 
who is not in a position to accept or to understand the risks associated with the activity (incl. 
the risks related to the non-development of the Anything App platform) or any other risks as 
indicated in the Terms & Conditions of the crowd-sale, should not acquire Anything App tokens. 

Knowledge Required

Risks
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Any referrals to the Anything App Compa-
ny made in this whitepaper refer to Anything 
App Holding B.V. i.o., with its home address 
in Dordrecht, the Netherlands. As such, this 
token sale falls under the jurisdiction of the 
the court of Rotterdamn in the Netherlands.                                                                          
 
This White Paper shall not and cannot be con-
sidered as an invitation to enter into an invest-
ment. It does not constitute or relate in any 
way, nor should it be considered as, an offer-
ing of securities in any jurisdiction. This White 
Paper does not include or contain any infor-
mation or indication that might be considered 
as a recommendation or that might be used as 
a basis for any investment decision. Anything 
App tokens are just utility tokens which can be 
used only on the Anything App platform and 
are not intended to be used as an investment. 

The offering of Anything App tokens on a trad-
ing platform is done in order to allow the use of 
the Anything App platform and not for specu-
lative purposes. The offering of Anything App 
tokens on a trading platform does not change 
the legal qualification of the tokens, which re-
main a simple means for the use of the Any-
thing App platform and are not a security. 
Anything App BV is not to be considered as an 
advisor in any legal, tax or financial matters. 
Any information in the White Paper is provid-
ed for general information purposes only and 
Anything App does not provide any warranty 
as to the accuracy and completeness of this 
information. Anything App BV is not a finan-
cial intermediary and is not required to obtain 
any  authorization for Anti-Money Laundering 
purposes. Acquiring Anything App tokens shall 

not grant any right or influence over Anything 
App’s organization and governance to the Pur-
chasers. 

Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutiniz-
ing businesses and operations associated with 
cryptocurrencies in the world. In that respect, 
regulatory measures, investigations or actions 
may impact Anything App BV business and 
even limit or prevent it from developing its op-
erations in the future. Any person undertaking 
to acquire Anything App tokens must be aware 
that the Anything App BV business model, 
the White Paper, or Terms & Conditions may 
change or need to be modified because of new 
regulatory and compliance requirements.

according to any applicable laws in any juris-
dictions. In such a case, purchasers and anyone 
undertaking to acquire Anything App tokens 
acknowledge and understand that neither 
Anything App BV nor any of its affiliates shall 
be held liable for any direct or indirect loss or 
damage caused by such changes. 

Anything App BV will do its utmost to launch 
its operations and develop the Anything App  
platform. Anyone undertaking to acquire Any-
thing App tokens acknowledges and under-
stands that Anything App BV does not provide 
any guarantee that it will manage to achieve it. 
They acknowledge and understand therefore 
that Anything App BV (incl. its bodies and em-
ployees) assumes no liability or responsibility 
for any loss or damage that would result from, 
or relate to, the incapacity to use Anything App 
tokens, except in case of intentional miscon-
duct or gross negligence. 

Important Disclaimer 
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By participating in the Initial Coin Offering, the purchaser agrees to the above and in particular, 
they represent and guarantee that they: 

Representation And Warranties 

The Client acknowledges and accepts that the Anything App token sale operation is taking place 
within a Dutch (the Netherlands) legal environment that is still under development. The Parties 
agree to seek an amicable settlement prior to bringing any legal action. All disputes arising with 
the papers provided, shall be resolved by arbitration in accordance with Dutch Law.

Governing Law And Arbitration 
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Have carefully read the Legal Dis-
claimerattached to the White Paper; 
agree to their full contents and ac-
cept to be legally bound by them.

Are authorized and have full power 
to purchase Anything App tokens ac-
cording to the laws that apply in their 
jurisdiction of domicile.

Are not a U.S. citizen, resident or en-
tity (a “U.S. Person”) nor are they pur-
chasing Anything App or signing on 
behalf of a U.S. Person.

Are not resident in China, Canada, 
Israel, Vietnam or South Korea, nor 
are they purchasing Anything App or 
signing on behalf of a person resident 
in China, Canada, Israel, Vietnam or 
South Korea.

Live in a jurisdiction which allows 
Anything App BV to sell Anything 
App tokens through a crowd-sale 
without requiring any local authori-
zation.

Are familiar with all related regula-
tions in the specific jurisdiction in 
which they are based and that pur-
chasing cryptographic tokens in that 
jurisdiction is not prohibited, restrict-
ed or subject to additional conditions 
of any kind.

Will not use the crowd-sale for any 
illegal activity, including but not lim-
ited to money laundering and the fi-
nancing of terrorism.

Have sufficient knowledge about the 
nature of the cryptographic tokens 
and have significant experience with, 
and functional understanding of, the 
usage and intricacies of dealing with 
cryptographic tokens and currencies 
and blockchain-based systems and 
services.

Purchase Anything App tokens be-
cause they wish to have access to the 
Anything App platform.

Are not purchasing Anything App to-
kens for the purpose of speculative 
investment or usage. 
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There are risks and uncertainties associated 
with Anything App and/or the Distributor and 
their respective businesses and operations: the 
Anything App tokens, the Anything App Initial 
token sale, and the Anything App Apps (each 
as referred to in this White Paper). You can find 
a description of the risk related to the token 
sale under the Legal section, which should be 
read carefully. 

This White Paper, any part thereof and any 
copy thereof, must not be taken or transmitted 
to any country where distribution or dissemi-
nation of token sale or Initial Coin Offering like 
the one described in this White Paper is pro-
hibited or restricted.

The Anything App tokens are not intended to 
constitute securities in any jurisdiction. Any-
thing App tokens are utility token and cannot 

have a performance or a particular value out-
side the Anything App Platform. Therefore, this 
White Paper cannot constitute a prospectus or 
offer document for investment in securities. 

This White Paper does not constitute, or form 
part of, any opinion on any advice to sell, or any 
solicitation of any offer by Anything App BV 
to purchase any Anything App tokens, or give 
any help in any investment decision. You are 
not eligible and cannot purchase any Anything 
App tokens in the Anything App token sale (as 
referred to in this White Paper) if you are a cit-
izen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green card 
holder of the United States of America, or if 
you are a resident of the People’s Republic of 
China, Canada, Israel, Vietnam or South Korea. 

Disclaimer 
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